
The Soft Sounds of 
Jude Wright                                                                                     

a single guitar or duo                        
of easy listening sounds                      

large variety.
Achieving his formal music 
training at Guitar Institute of 
Technology in Los Angeles, Ca., 
Jude Wright has mastered many 
instruments and is a true virtuoso 
on the guitar and piano. He also 
can feature in his performance the 
“Guitar-Viola” which is a hybrid 
instrument of a guitar and viola 
which is held much like a guitar  
and  bowed to produce sound. 
This unique instrument adds a 
unique flare to his performances 
rarely seen anywhere else.  This 
act can be a single or a duo adding 
seasoned musician bassist/ singer 
Glenn Henry for additional songs.

Celebrity Impersonator 
Michael Sherman 
has entertained all over the world 
as well as throughout the United 
States for the cruise industry, 
retirement communities and 
theater stages 
withhis “spot on”
impersonations. 
Witness 
Humphrey 
Bogart, Carol 
Channing, R
ichard Nixon, 
Jack Benny, Ed 
Sullivan and 
many more ! 

(949) 231-9587
www.glennhenryem.com
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 The Rat Pack

The legendry 
Vegas clan “The 
Rat Pack” is 
back ! Sammy 
Davis Jr., Frank

Sinatra and Dean Martin made history with 
their humor and song during the hey day 
in the city of lights. The Rat Pack comes 
back to stage and song with amazing 
impersonators directly out of Las Vegas.

Tui the Hawaiian                                                                                
All Hawaiian show -                      
fire dancers, groups. 

The Spirit of Ireland                                                                                
The Spirit Of Ireland can be a 7 person 
Irish band or a complete production 

show capturing the 
spirit of Irish Music, 
Song and Dance 
featuring beautiful 
Irish costuming and 
dancers.   

The Solo Years
Not 

until 
now 

has any 
one show 

featured 
all four of 

The Beatles in 
their respective 

solo careers taking 
center stage packed 

into one live 90 min. 
show featuring costuming 

and music of the Beatles’ 
solo years with each Beatle 

taking the front stage in full 
post-Beatles costuming. The show 

begins with the late great John 
Lennon in the spot lite. Ringo  follows 

then George, and last but not least is 
Paul McCartney performing his solo hits 
and the countless hits from Wings. Don’t 
miss this spectacular show.
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Paperback Writer                                                      
The Beatles Experience

Having traveled to 33 countries and 
over 27 states Paperback Writer -  
The Beatles Experience can be seen 
at Disneyland and on board four 
major cruise lines to include Holland 
America, Norwegian, Disney and 
Celebrity as well as  theaters and 
casinos  all across the U.S. 

Hear the hits from the Ed Sullivan Show (complete 1964 stage set available 
for some shows) through the colorful Sgt. Pepper’s years and on to the 
roof tops of Let It Be performed with “spot on” vocal, look and sound 
alike ability. 

Take a look at what Disney 
and national critics are 
saying:  

“Sensational show for all 
ages” Arizona Daily Star  
“Heads above the Beatles 
shows  I’ve heard !”-Eagle 
Press Cleveland, Ohio. 
“Remarkably authentic ! Amazing vocals !”- Bloomingdale (Chicago) 
Times. 
“Paperback Writer is guaranteed to bring audiences the most precise 
experience of The Beatles as humanly possible”- Disney Entertainment.   
Now compared to RAIN and Beatlemania, Paperback Writer is a true visual 
complete experience with a good time to be had by all.  

         80’s DAZE
Remember the days of Rubik’s Cube, Super 
Mario, layered clothes, Pac Man and 
Madonna? “80’s DAZE” transports their 
audiences back to the great music of the 
80’s and then some! Featuring audience 
interactive trivia, multiple costumes, prizes 
and just good ol’ 80’s fun times with  both 
the look and sound of this music-changing 
decade. 

From Madonna to ZZ Top and Michael 
Jackson not to forget The Go Go’s,  The 
Cars, Dire Straits, The Eurythmics, Joan 
Jett, Pat Benitar, Missing Persons, Men 
At Work, A Flock Of Seagulls, and many 
many more. With 5 top lead vocalists no 
stone is left unturned in this re-creation of 
the 1980’s music, mania and fun for any 
occasion.  Get 80’s DAZE the new hit party 
craze!  Available in 4 person or 5 person line up.

Million Dollar              
Divas of POP

With Madonna leading the way in over 
300 million in record sales, Lady Ga Ga 
running a close second (227 million) 
and Britney Spears at 110 million, 
these three pop diva sensations 
deserve the name “Million Dollar 
Divas of POP”. With their multi- 
faceted outfits of a wild a crazy time 
in music history presentation, these 
divas clearly dominated the air waves 
in the 80s, 90s and well in to the new 
millennium. 

The legendary look and sound of Madonna, Britney Spears and  Lady 
Gaga is captured live on stage in this musical visual pop tribute sensation 
show. Witness live, Madonna’s early super hits like “Material Girl”, “like a 
Virgin”, not to forget the her masterpiece from the hit film “EVITA”, “Don’t 
Cry For me Argentina”. Then there was Britney Spears’ debut in 2000 
bringing  on the  sexy look and sound with “Opps I Did It Again” and “Hit Me 
Baby One More Time”. Lastly, with the new millennium comes Lady GaGa in 
her wild look and disco reminiscent sounds souring to the top of the charts 
with Poker Face, Paparazzi, Bad Romance, Born This Way and more! Three 
Divas, three times to punch!  

Produced by Glenn Henry Entertainment Mgmt. all rights reserved
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Yours Truly
The 80’s relived with a twist . An all girl 
band line up !   Having opened for the 
legendary 80’s pop sensation “Missing 
Persons” this act was personally 
selected to capture the 80’s hits in both 
high energy with that all girl unique 
line up and appeal. Here the great hits 

of Queen, Heart, and of course…. Missing 
Persons along with dozens of other hits as these young  gals will 

charm any audience from the first note to the very last! 

Cutty Flam
Cutty Flam (Burger Records) 
a 3 Piece Rock n’ Roll 
band described as “The 
soundtrack to a 1950’s 
B-Movie starring Ritchie 
Valens opposite Bettie 
Page. NOTHING LIKE THIS 
BAND ANYWHRE ! Their set ranges from 
Originals, to Surf, Doo Wop, 1950s Love Ballads, & Covers like Ritchie 
Valens, Dick Dale, Wanda Jackson & more. Their first Album Robot 
Heart was released in 2014 via Burger Records. 

Dan Troxell                                                                     
Piano Single Performance Show

Dan has performed for countless celebrities, 
presidents and heads of state from around the 
world, and is currently the resident pianist at 
the Center Club at the Center for Performing 
Arts in Orange County, California. Dan’s highly 
developed performance talent, combined with 
his artistic sense of sentiment and emotion, 
give these recordings a depth and beauty 
cherished by his fans around the world.

Add live                    
Ed Sullivan 
impersonator 
Michael 
Sherman for a 
recreation  of 
the Beatles’ 
appearance on 
the  Ed Sullivan 
Show.
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Pretzel Logic - A Tribute to Steely Dan
Los Angeles based “Pretzel Logic – A Steely Dan 
Revue” has been playing the festival scene, as well as 
the club circuit in Southern California since 2001. The 
group’s dedicated members play with a passion the 
music of Steely Dan, whose legendary hits include: 
“Reelin’ in the Years”, “Josie”, and “Peg”.

The Piano Man - Billy Joel and Elton John
Billy Joel and Elton John come to life in this 
multimedia tribute starring the voice and 
piano of British entertainer Terry Davies. 
Backed by his extraordinary 9 piece band, 
you’ll be singing, dancing, laughing and 
crying as you experience the sights, sounds 
and amazing music created by Billy and 
Elton, two of the most successful artists 

in the history of rock and roll. Their incredible catalogue of classic hits include 
PIANO MAN, NEW YORK STATE OF MIND,  ONLY THE GOOD DIE YOUNG, MY LIFE, 
YOUR SONG, DANIEL, ROCKET MAN, CANDLE IN THE WIND and many more.

Ladies of Country and Rock
Celebrating the music of America’s  classic country ladies 
is Vickei Lynn. Having performed all over the world with 
her show Vickie Lynn captures the sounds and soothing  
melodies  of the late great Patsy Klein and Loretta Lynn.  
From “Crazy” to “Coalminer’s Daughter” audiences will 
hear many of the hit classics such as “Your Cheating 
Heart”, “Tennessee Waltz”, “Harper Valley PTA” and  
many more ! Also available is Vickie Lynn’s tribute to 
Linda Ronstadt featuring hit classics “You’re No Good”, 
”It’s So Easy” , “Blue Bayou”, “Poor Poor Pitiful Me”  
”Just One Look”, “When Will I Be Loved” and more. 

Jimmy Buffett and the sounds of the Islands               
with Tropical Delight                                                   

You will want to t ake that Caribbean Cruise 
after listening to ‘ Tropical Sounds’. Get up 
and dance to all your favorite hits including: 
Jimmy Buffett’ s Volcano and Margaritaville,  
Bob Marley’ s Jammin’ and One Love, Harry 
Belafonte ’s Jump In The Line and Matilda. 
Hot, Hot, Hot and Limbo Rock makes the 
party complete!

Catch A Wave                                      
Beach Boys  
The sounds of surf, sun and classic cars set 
the backdrop for the legendary 1960’s Beach 
Boys presented by world renowned show 
“Catch a Wave” (formerly known as The 
Beach Toys).  Right down to the exact striped 
shirts, instruments and amplifiers, this act 
is also the only Beach Boys’ show to  have 
been personally selected to perform for Brian 
Wilson, The Beach Boys their families and 
friends for the California Beach Boys state 
landmark dedication in 2005. 

What did the Beach Boys              
members have to say? 
“You guys look and sound just great!”   
Probyn Gregory-Current guitar player for The Brian Wilson Band. 

“Wow! What an amazing performance!”    
Fred Vail- First Beach Boys promoter/
announcer for the Beach Boys live in 
Sacramento album in 1964. 

“You guys brought back such fond memories 
of the old days I was in tears when I heard 
you sing” Carol Wilson-Bloom Former wife of 
original Beach Boys’ drummer Dennis Wilson.

“Really good man! A must see!” 
Jeffrey Foskett - Former musical director   
for legendary producer/singer/songwriter  
Brian Wilson.

Catch A Wave has performed in Japan, Holland, South America, French 
Polynesia, New Zealand as well as performing regularly at Disneyland and 
Disney’s California Adventure theme park.

Also Available High Tide
Color your corporate event                          

with Surf and variety. 
Beach Boys, Jan and Dean and surf 
instrumentals highlight this act but also 
classics from the 60’s, 70’s and 80s dance hits 
from Eagles, Elton John, Tom Petty, The Byrds, 
Turtles, Beatles, Monkees and much more.



Harmony                                                                      
A Celebration of 
Three Dog Night

Try to imagine the 1970’s without 
this top hit making trio and monster 
back up band.  Rarely seen is a 
show that can reproduce the rock 
harmony and solid driving back 
beat of Chuck Negron, Danny 
Hutton, Cory Wells , Floyd Sneed, 
Joe Schermie, Mike Alsup and 
keyboardists Jimmy Greenspoon. 
Harmony has even amazed Three 
Dog Night member Mike Alsop 
himself ! Comprised of members 
that have actually worked with the legendary Chuck Negron 
this act is the one for energy and will bring a certain “Joy to the World” with 
other hits from great timeless composers such as  Harry Nilsson’s “One”, 
“Easy to Be Hard”, Laura Nyro’s “Eli’s Comin’” , Randy Newman’s “Mama 
Told Me Not to Come” , Paul Williams’ “Out in the Country”,  Daniel Moore’s 
“Shambala” , Leo Sayer’s “The Show Must Go On” to name only  a few. This 
show features 7 members or a downsized version that adds great 70’s one hit 
wonder songs for more variety too. 

Takin’ it Easy                                                                   
A music tribute      

to the Eagles
Not too much has to be said about 
this legendary 70’s band with 
their  harmonies , down to earth 
sound of American  rock.   “Takin’ 
It Easy”  Is comprised of 5 veteran 
master singers and players 
that recreate the music and 
perfectly blended harmonies of 
the legendary Eagle members 
over the years Glenn Frey, Don 
Henley, Don Felder, Joe Walsh, 
Bernie Leadon, Timothy B. 

Schmidt and Randy Meisner.  From the very 
first release of “Takin’ It Easy” in 1972 to the masterful “Hotel California” this 
act covers them all. Get ready to tap that foot and sing alone to over two  
dozen Eagles hits and then some.  

Sass with Class
Inspired by the Tony Bennett- Lady Gaga 
masterpiece 2014 recording “Cheek to 
Cheek” this show is a collection of great 
American Big Band male female Jazz 
duets! LeAnne Smith a young up and 
coming theatrical stage artist hailing 
from New York and appearing on 
Broadway is both beautiful and spot 

on vocally. Classically trained Joel Dalton 
sings the male personalities with that great hard to find jazz feel ! “Hand 

in hand”  and “cheek to cheek” this show brings the great jazz duets back to 
the big stage.

Jonnie Fox                       
and the Satinettes

 A 50’s/60’s Tribute Show” covers the 
iconic and classic  girl groups of the 1950’s 
and 1960’s. Re-live those classic malt shop 
days of poodle skirts and saddle shoes 
with this nostalgic recreation of the good 
ol’ days and fun surprises.     

Strange Days
With approval and a true “Thumbs Up” from real 
Doors members Robbie Kriegar and John Densmore 
Strange Days has emerged to be one of the top 
if not “the top” Doors tribute shows in the U.S. 
With the spot on Jim Morrison and band detail, 
audiences everywhere are experiencing   the 
magic, mystery and madness of a 60’s legendary  
iconic group !  

Smooth -                            
Sounds of Santana

Rated one of the top in the world, smooth is 
the most accurate look-sound alike faithfully 
recreating both the look and sounds of 
Carlos Santana. “Smooth Sounds of Santana” 
replicates the music, note by note, from 
the legendary early days spanning all eras 
of Santana’s 30+ year music legacy. From 
the 1969 hit Evil Ways to monster 9 time Grammy hit “Smooth”, 
painstaking care has been taken in the recreation of this pop icon legend.
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59th St. Bridge
Feeling Groovy to  the Music of                  

Simon & Garfunkle

Simon and Garfunkel were responsible for 
the largest amount of hits ever recorded 
by a pop duo in music history. Their 
music has lasted decades and still triggers 
memories and good times for audiences 
everywhere. Not only is this show trigger 
wonderful memories in the recreation 
of this timeless music, but It  takes the 
audience to the next level in following 
the career of Paul Simon’s greatest hits 
of the 70’s. 

The audience will hear, “The Sound of Silence”, “Mrs. Robinson”, “Bridge 
over Troubled Water”,  “50 Ways To Leave Your Lover”, “Kodachrome”, “Call 
Me Al “ to only name a few with a back up band full of punch.  

ABBA FAB
ABBAFAB is a stunning tribute to the music of ABBA featuring the 
sensational Anne Davies, Chelsea Faulds, Scotty Pearson, Nick Davies and       
a line up of stellar musicians.

This multimedia production is a tribute to some of the greatest music 
produced in the 1970’s and 1980’s including monster hits such as Waterloo, 
Fernando, Honey Honey, Dancing Queen and countless others. From the 
earliest hits to      
the hit movie Mamma 
Mia, ABBAFAB will take you 
on an ABBA journey that is 
unmatched. ABBA’s record 
breaking string of hits is 
timeless and continues 
to thrill audiences of 
all ages. There’s no 
generation gap here; just 
memorable music and 
memories and ABBAFAB  
covers them all. 

Produced by TAD management.

Pop Culture Rewind
The best hits from over 40 years of Rock 
and Roll packed  in a chronological 
multi set show. The show opens with 
the early rock of the 1960’s traveling 
through the summer of love in 
beautiful 60’s colorful costumes with 
the songs from a turbulent time that 
changed the world. Followed by 
the early 1970s’ singer/songwriter 

years and the arena rock and   disco of the 
late 70’s. Lastly the 80’s new wave and even a touch of the 

90’s with the big hair, bright colored garb, Pop Culture Rewind does it all.   

The Sammy & Cher Show
Two classic entertainers never seen together are 
now on the stage with a musical comedy tribute 
packing theaters across the country. What would 
this unique combination have created ? Witness 
the classic musical numbers of each artists’ long 
career as well as the down right tongue and 
cheek humor so well known by each of these 
legendary characters in their respective show 

biz careers. The 
unbelievable talents of Richard 
Beatty and Shar Wilson impersonators bring to life  
the Sammy Davis Jr. and Cher together  for a show that 
may have been thought  about but never was seen. 
Witness  this classic and unusual combination in: “The 
Sammy and Cher Show” live on stage featuring multi 
special guest impersonators of Liza Minnelli and Tina 
Turner. Produced by Glenn Henry Entertainment Mgmt.

Pleasant Valley Sunday
Pleasant Valley Sunday recreates the music memories and mania with their 
amazing “spot on” tribute to the television phenomenon right down to the actual 
commercials and classic 8 button shirts. 
Rock to such great hits as; “Last Train To 
Clarksville”, I’m A Believer”, Daydream 
Believer and many more with this spectacular 
recreation of The Monkees.  Pleasant Valley 
Sunday has even performed with real Monkee 
Peter Tork. What did Peter say about Pleasant 
Valley Sunday ?  “Wow they sound just like 
we did!”  Don’t miss Pleasant Valley Sunday- 
were maybe coming to your town.
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